
FUNDATIONS 2 UNIT 6 VCe w/ Suffix & VCe in Multi-Syllable w/ & w/o Suffix 

 

REVIEW TRICK WORDS 

LEVEL 1 

some come would could should 

 

LEVEL 2 

shall full pull both talk 

walk done goes pretty again 

please animal sure use used 

against knew know always often 

once     

 

CURRENT UNIT TRICK WORDS 

WEEK 1 

only house move 

 

WEEK 2 

right place together 

 

REVIEW WORDS 

old binds volt child post 

desks lunches kinder thickest stands 

tosses squinted flinging swelling taller 

boldest dullest waxing swinging bonded 

mixes stinks pinches belts hunter 

bands fixes jumped chilled called 

missed pucks admit cabin goblin 

inventing sunset milkman disrupted dentist 

insult publish insist chipmunk laptop 

nutmeg bathtub napkin himself expect 

subject public panic tonic topic 

absent mascots limitless mildness freshen 

shipment selfish shrinkable   

 

 

 



CURRENT UNIT WORDS 

WEEK 1 

Closed V-E Pairs 

cut/cute rid/ride Tim/time 

pet/Pete mill/mile rod/rode 

cap/cape hop/hope tub/tube 

duck/duke fin/fine sack/sake 

stack/stake luck/Luke kit/kite 

Jack/Jake Jan/Jane glob/globe 

pip/pipe pop/pope bit/bite 

cop/cope plan/plane sham/shame 

 

One-Syllable V-E Words 

lime ape tide cube whine 

lane wide cake line pole 

flame nine tube spine dare 

grade vote file care mile 

came bone cone wife smile 

note choke dime drive mine 

flute tape share joke wave 

hide name pile bite hope 

wine slope ride plane poke 

rule plate scrape throne spoke 

lake rope cave dive snake 

shine hole cane quake tune 

slide trade fire whale prune 

white bake like grape ripe 

globe mule kite wipe state 

home sale bike shake stone 

save maze shave bride take 

strike time brave shape Dave 

Steve Mike Kate Jane Pete 

Jake Duke Luke June safe 

broke hate late vase case 

chase close    

 

Words with a Suffix 

apes cakes poles tubes statement 

hopeful trades bikes hides homeless 

lateness careful takes dives  

 



/Z/ Between Two Vowels 

these close chose fuse rose nose 

maze blaze haze graze froze doze 

craze pose those use   

 

WEEK 2 

Multisyllabic Words 

invite reptile entire inside 

exhale bedtime admire baseball 

grapevine unlike dislike trombone 

postpone inflate entire stampede 

explode complete bagpipe flagpole 

caveman expire lifetime lifelong 

volume concrete umpire include 

sunrise unsafe costume confuse 

tadpole athlete baseline springtime 

 

-ive 

give live olive olives captive 

 

-ive As A Suffix 

active inventive disruptive 

 

V-E Words with a Suffix 

baseballs inflates explodes reptiles 

includes dislikes postponement  

 

Words With 3 Syllables 

incomplete valentine recognize 

contribute   

 

 

 

 

 



SENTENCES 

WEEK 1 

Can you drive to my house? 

Jake likes to sing tunes in the tub. 

Only the small lake froze this time. 

Mike must move to a new house. 

We will only hike a mile. 

Duke rode his bike in the sand dunes. 

Kate will finish the quiz in time for a quick lunch. 

Jack broke his nose when he fell off the swing. 

Only the smaller kids use tubes when they swim. 

The brakes in the van must be fixed. 

Mike invented a game with lots of rules. 

I expected the sun to rise at six. 

WEEK 2 

The umpire said to postpone the game. 

Luke thinks baseball is the best game. 

Did you bring a cupcake for snack? 

Jess was homesick when she went to camp. 

Dad was up at sunrise, but Mom slept late. 

Is this the right place? 

The duck and the chipmunk ate together. 

We always rode bikes together. 

Take a right and you will find my house. 

Once I inflate the tires, the van will be fixed. 


